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Paddock 
Lux  

shoulder bag
The moment you touch this luxurious shoulder bag, you’ll know why 

its moniker is “the heart horse of handbags.” Full-grain pebbled leather 

and third-generation craftsmanship reflect the rich textures and deep-

rooted values of equestrian life: form, function, and feel. A ten-inch 

handle nests comfortably under the arm, while the hidden full-zip 

closure and trio of interior pockets keep prized possessions in place. 

STYLE No. 10010

MSRP $399 

MATERIAL Full-grain pebbled leather

SIZE 14.5" length x 7.5" height x 4.5" depth

FEATURES

Full-grain pebbled leather is soft and supple; 
reinforced bottom adds stability

Ten-inch handle drop fits comfortably  
over the shoulder

Signature saddle flap, equestrian hardware 
and stitching details lend an authentic look

Secure zipper top with leather pull  
for smooth open and close 

Hunt Country plaid lining with inside zipper  
pocket and two slip pockets 

COLORS Vintage Bordeaux, Iconic Navy, Classic Black/Tan

Delivery starting Fall 2022
Order now Contact your Oughton Rep or email orders@oughton.com



Half Halt
 handbag

Carrying a luxury handbag changes how you carry yourself. You move 

with higher purpose, speak with greater authority, and leave an indelible 

impression. Steeped in the traditions and textures of equestrian life, 

this swoon-worthy, smooth canvas shoulder bag is made only more 

beautiful by the lifetime of cherished memories it carries. Intentional 

equestrian details, like our signature roller buckle girth overlay and 

contrasting bridle topstitching, honor its distinguished provenance 

and your passion for horses. 

STYLE No. 10020

MSRP $299 

MATERIAL Classic canvas with leather details 

SIZE 15" length x 10" height x 4" depth

FEATURES

Classic canvas has a beautiful, smooth  
finish and is water and stain-resistant

Stunningly soft, luxurious Nappa leather 
handles with eight-inch drop

Eye-catching, equestrian-inspired girth  
and roller buckle details 

Secure zipper top with leather pull  
for smooth open and close 

Exclusive Harold logo lining, inside zipper 
pocket and two slip pockets

COLORS Heritage Brown/Black, Classic Black

Delivery starting Fall 2022
Order now

C L A S S I C  C A N V A S

Contact your Oughton Rep or email orders@oughton.com



Half Halt
 handbag

Rugged-yet-refined, with all the trappings of luxury equestrian life, 

this piece features a durable, 100% textured cotton body with eight-

inch, rolled Nappa leather handles. Our signature roller buckle girth 

overlay and contrasting bridle topstitching put your passion for horses 

on display, while the exclusive Harold print lining nods to Oughton’s 

proven pedigree. A modern East/West silhouette, secure top-zip edge, 

reinforced leather base, and trio of interior pockets ensure it performs 

as well as it presents for generations to come.  

STYLE No. 10021

MSRP $299 

MATERIAL Vintage canvas with leather details 

SIZE 15" length x 10" height x 4" depth

FEATURES

Interwoven strands of 100% cotton give this 
canvas a beautiful texture and finish

Stunningly soft, luxurious Nappa leather 
handles with eight-inch drop

Eye-catching, equestrian-inspired girth  
and roller buckle details 

Secure zipper top with leather pull  
for smooth open and close 

Exclusive Harold logo lining, inside zipper 
pocket and two slip pockets

COLORS Iconic Navy

Delivery starting Fall 2022
Order now

V I N T A G E  C A N V A S

Contact your Oughton Rep or email orders@oughton.com



Derby
 work tote

From patented halter hardware to fancy bridle topstitching, 

subtle equestrian-inspired details form an instant connection 

between riders. Classic, 100% cotton smooth canvas exterior is 

heavy-duty, yet lightweight. Luxurious, ten-inch, rolled Nappa 

leather handles cradle a full-zip top closure, and a handy outside 

pocket ensures easy access to your phone. The interior is fully 

lined with our exclusive Harold print and features a large zipper 

pocket, padded laptop sleeve, and two slip pockets.

STYLE No. 10030

MSRP $349 

MATERIAL Classic canvas with leather details

SIZE 17" length x 11.5" height x 6" depth

FEATURES

Classic, smooth 100% cotton canvas body is 
lightweight yet durable; leather bottom adds 
protection and stability

Luxurious Nappa leather handles with  
a ten-inch handle drop 

Distinctive equestrian halter squares

Secure zipper top with leather pull  
for smooth open and close 

Three interior pockets, internal laptop sleeve, 
and exterior side pocket for essentials

Delivery starting Fall 2022
Order now

COLORS Heritage Brown/Black, Classic Black

Contact your Oughton Rep or email orders@oughton.com



Luxury is always within reach with this classic crossbody bag. Bridle 

topstitching, a full-grain pebbled leather “girth,” and our signature 

saddle flap closure celebrate the everyday luxury of horse life. The 

body is crafted from 100% cotton distressed canvas, rich in texture 

and style, while the interior is fully lined in classic Hunt Country 

Plaid. Magnetic closures on the flap and exterior pocket keep 

essentials in place, while the interior pocket is perfectly apportioned 

for your phone.

FEATURES

Interwoven strands of 100% cotton give this 
canvas a beautiful texture and finish

Flap, center band, and 48" adjustable, 
removable strap are full-grain leather

Signature saddle flap design folds securely 
over top with magnetic closure

Decorative “girth” strap and stylish contrast 
topstitch details add equestrian flair

Exterior slip pocket with magnetic snap 
closure and one inside slip pocket

V I N T A G E  C A N V A S

Delivery starting Fall 2022
Contact your Oughton Rep or email orders@oughton.comOrder now

Paddock
 crossbody

STYLE No. 10051

MSRP $175 

MATERIAL Vintage canvas with leather details

SIZE 11" length x 4" height x 2" depth

COLORS Timeless Taupe/Caramel, Iconic Navy/Bluestone, Graphite/Bordeaux



Elegantly designed for the active equestrian, this belt bag always belongs 

in first field. Despite its small stature, this elevated stable essential keeps 

pace in or out of the arena. Crafted from luxury materials, this easy 

keeper endures for generations, not seasons. The full-grain pebbled 

leather exterior features fancy bridle topstitching and our signature 

saddle flap with magnetic closure. Credit card slots and an interior 

divider keep essentials from shifting with every stride. Easily converts 

from a belt bag to a crossbody with included leather strap.

STYLE No. 10060

MSRP $125 

MATERIAL Full-grain pebbled leather 

SIZE 7.25" length x 4.5" height x 1" depth

FEATURES

Top-of-the-line, full-grain pebbled leather  
is durable, soft and supple

Signature saddle flap design folds securely 
over top with magnetic closure for easy entry

Stylish contrast topstitch detail

47” leather strap snaps on for crossbody 
wear; remove the strap and slide through 
slots to wear on your belt

Interior center divider and two credit card 
slots ensures essentials are organized

Delivery starting Fall 2022
Order now

Paddock
 convertible belt bag

COLORS Vintage Bordeaux, Iconic Navy, Heritage Brown, Classic Black

Contact your Oughton Rep or email orders@oughton.com



STYLE Harold Logo Tee 

STYLE No. 19001

COLORS Dapple Grey, Classic Black

STYLE Horse Go With Everything Tee 

STYLE No. 19002

COLORS Dapple Grey, Iconic Navy

STYLE Live Every Moment Tee 

STYLE No. 19003 

COLORS Dapple Grey, Linen Melange

MSRP $59

SIZE S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X

FEATURES

Poly/cotton/rayon blend fabric has  
a soft hand and a smooth drape 

Available in 3 cheeky equestrian designs

Light enough to layer, but substantial 
enough to provide confident coverage 

Classic, semi-fitted cut and just-right  
sleeve length flatter every body shape 

Slightly scooped, feminine neckline 

Delivery starting Fall 2022
Order now Contact your Oughton Rep or email orders@oughton.com


